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CAREFULLY READ IT BEFORE USING IT;
PROPERLY KEEP IT FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.
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PICTURES ARE ONLY FOR INFORMATION, TAKE MATERIAL OBJECT AS STANDARD

■Instruction
Misting Air Coolers adopt user-friendly design and colorful appearance. The 

mist particles (diameter of 10-25 microns) emitted by misting device will take away the 
heat through evaporation, which travel to target area when the fan blows. In the 
effective area, it can decrease temperature by 3-8℃and help increase relative humidity, 
reduce dust and purify air, which makes a comfortable living & working space.

The internal structure uses independent control devices and human-intelligent 
warning protection system, which separates electricity from water so as to eliminate 
safety risk. Featured by non-clogged misting system, low energy consumption, low 
pollution, low noise, low heat & low carbon, our products are widely used in various 
public places, such as open square, playgrounds, stadiums, airports, walk streets, bus 
stations, outdoor restaurant and villa gardens; they are also used in industrial workshops 
of textiles, porcelain, casting factories & etc.
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 Installation instructions
Reminding: Check whether all parts are complete or damaged after opening the packaging. 

1. Water tank installation
1.1 Take out the small handcart from the packaging, put it on the ground and lock the two 

front wheels.
1.2 Take off the upper cover and back cover of the water tank, and put them back after the 

column has been installed.
1.3 Install the water tank onto the small handcart.

 

            Install

     
        

                Picture 1

                            Picture 2

1.4.1 Water tank and handcart are fixed by 4 positioning columns. For convenience of 
observing the condition of fixing position, you can open the door in lower part of the 
water tank, and firstly fix the front two, and then the back two.

1.4.2 If you need to connect the automatic inlet water pipe, please open the door on the bottom
of the water tank.
 

of the water tank.
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1. First step: Align at the two front positioning columns.
2. Second step: Align at the two back positioning columns.

automatic inter pipe

Take off

Upper cover

Water tank

Back cover

Small handcart



2.2 Connect the 2- core male cable from the submersible pump to another 2-core cable from 
the middle part of the column, and then lock the waterproof nut (with waterproof rubber 
ring).

2.3 Please put the overlong wires and joints into the U-shape groove in lower part of the 
column. 

                                      

Picture3

3. Column 
Installation
(Picture 4) Align at 
the holes at the 
bottom of the column 
with the locating 
shaft on the handcart, 
and then install the 
pole support onto the 
handcart with 
THREE M8X20 
screws and THREE 8 spring washers 3- 8*16 flat 

washer
.

                               Picture 4 
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3-M8X20 screw
3- 8 spring washer
3- 8*16 flat washer

Locating shaft

Side bracket

8-M6X16 screw
8- 6 spring washer

When installation, please 
pay attention to the 
breaches .orientation of the 
side bracket.

Column

U-shape groove

2.1 (Picture 3) Take the column with the electricity box out of the packaging. Fix the left 
and right side bracket with EIGHT M6X16 screws and EIGHT 6 spring washer screws. 
Remark: Please make sure the breaches of the left and right side bracket are toward the 
wires stretch out orientation. 



Put the water level sensor, which comes from the electricity box, on the bottom of the water 
tank, and then lock it with the nut.

4.2 Put the wires and water pipes to the U-shaped groove on the top of the water tank. Please 
make sure that water pipes should be above the wires..

4.3 Lid the upper cover.

        

Picture5

5. Pushing Handle Installation
5.1 Fix the left wing and right wing to the rear cover, with 6 counter-sunk tapping screws.
5.2 Fix the stainless steel handle to the wings, with TWO M6X16 screws, TWO 6 spring 

washer and 2* 6*12 flat washer.

Picture 6

6. Install the handle to the tank 
6.1 Install the PG fixed part (of the cable with plug) to the back cover, as Picture 7 shown. 

Then fix the pushing handle to the water tank.

                                                                  

Picture 7
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6.2 Make sure the cable with plug is fixed to the groove, not being pressed. After matching the 
pushing handle to the tank, you can fix it with screws. (FOUR M6X16 screws, FOUR 6 
spring washer, FOUR 6*12 flat washer and TWO ST4X12 flat head tapping screws.) 

Picture 8

                                      
7. Fan Head Installation
7.1 As picture 9 shows, put the fan head onto the column. Note: leave the screw loosen before 

the wires were handled; otherwise, it is inconvenient to put 4 and 5-core cables pass 
through the front cover of the column.

7.2 Warning: It would cause the damage of equipment or even injury of human if the pole 
supports are not removed!!!).

Picture 9 

7.3 As picture 10 shows, thread the 5-core cable, which comes from the blower motor, through 
the front cover of the column, and then connect it with the 5-core cable in the coloumn.

7.4 Then, connect the wire, which is from the misting motor, to the 4-core cable in the column.
7.5 Connect the blue inlet water pipe “1” to the quick coupling “1”  in the coloumn, and the 

orange outlet water pipe “2” to “2”.
7.6 Make sure all the wires under the fan head were connected, then put the telescopic pipe to 

the front hole of the column for covering purpose.
Remarks: Please make sure the two water pipes are tightly plug into the quick coupling to 
avoid water leaking.
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Picture 10

 
8. Fastening Back Cover
8.1 Shown as picture 11, put all wire joints and power wire into the U-shaped groove in 

middle part of the column after connection.
8.2 Use 6*ST4*12 self-tapping screws to fix the back cover on the column.

Picture 11
9. Fan Head Installation
9.1 Fan head fixed block should align to the side hole in the front cover, then fix it with 

1*M5*12 screw.
9.2 Shown as picture 12, the sway button is under the motor (regulation of swaying for this 

fan is manual). The sway angle reaches the minimum when the nut is in the middle, at this 
stage, it almost doesn’t sway. The sway angle reaches maximum while the nut was moved 
to the edge,.
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Misting switch

Blowing switch

                                                    Picture 12

10. Now, the misting air cooler installation is finished. Please go on for the next step, 
checking.

Checking after Installation 
Caution：Before operating the product, please REMOVE the six red supporting 

sticks between the front and back net！
 

 1. Install the product according to the Instructions; check whether all the parts 
are firmly connected.        

2. Twirl the impeller with insulating material, like batten. Check the normal     
rotation and isolation between the blades and casing.    

  hctam etalpeman eht no ycneuqerf dna egatlov eht rehtehw kcehc ,gnisu erofeB .3
those in use. Then add water into the tank (manual inflowing or automatic 
inflowing). Check whether there is any leakage of the water tank.
4. Power on the product to see its operation. Switch on each speed, check whether 
it sounds abnormal, vibrates obviously. Press the button "MIST", 10 seconds later, 
rotate the "Water regulating Switch" from “Min" to "Max", and check whether 
mist is normal. Power off the product immediately once there are some 
abnormalities.  

Trial Operation

Now the installation is almost finished. Add water into the tank up to the depth of 20 cm. 
Then you can power it on and try to operate it. 
Way of adding water: 
Manual adding----Open the upper cover and add water directly. 
Automatic adding----Connecting your water pipe with the weaved hose at the bottom of the 
tank. (Open the little door of the side of tank, then you can get the weaved hose)
The Blowing Switch is the main switch, controlling the speed and mist. When the main switch  
is on, the mist can be controlled by the Misting Switch.
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1. Power on, switch to the 1 Speed. The product would begin blowing. Observe whether the 
fan blows normally, by switching the speed 1 / 2 / 3.

2. Press the button “MIST”, the centrifugal disc would begin rotating and producing mist. 
View whether there is any difference of the mist quantity while rotating the “Water 
regulating switch” from “Min” to “Max”. 

3. Oscillation: Manually adjust the Connecting Rod Lock Screw, as shown in Picture 10. 
Check whether the fan head oscillate normally.
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Way of trial operation:



■Attentions
Please carefully read the following items:
 Caution：The product MUST be connected to the power with leakage protection device.

REMOVE the 6 supporting sticks before using, so as not to cause harm to the product or people

 Caution：The product MUST be connected to the power with leakage protection device.
REMOVE the 6 supporting sticks before using, so as not to cause harm to the product or people

 Caution：The product MUST be connected to the power with leakage protection device.
REMOVE the 6 supporting sticks before using, so as not to cause harm to the product or people

♦Make sure firmly plugged ♦Be sure not to take off the plug 
while operating.

Otherwise, it may cause electric 
shock or fire hazard.

♦Be sure not to damage or use 
unspecified power line.

Otherwise, it may cause electric shock 
or fire hazard.

♦Please do not use the same socket 
with other equipment, or use 
extended cable.

Otherwise, it may cause electric 
shock or fire hazard.  

♦Be sure not to operate the product 
with a wet hand.

Otherwise, it may cause electric 
shock or fire hazard.

♦Don’t take off the plug by pulling 
the power cord.

Otherwise, it may cause electric shock 
or fire hazard.
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♦Power off while adding water or 
cleaning the product.

♦The voltage used can be fluctuated 
within the rated voltage range. 
Too low or too high voltage may 
damage the motor.

Power off the product immediately 
once there are some abnormalities。

■ Attentions:
  Caution:The product MUST be connected to the power with leakage protection device.

REMOVE the 6 supporting rods before using, so as not to cause harm to the product or people
  Caution:The product MUST be connected to the power with leakage protection device.

REMOVE the 6 supporting rods before using, so as not to cause harm to the product or people
  Caution:The product MUST be connected to the power with leakage protection device.

REMOVE the 6 supporting rods before using, so as not to cause harm to the product or people
◆ Earthing: Make sure the earthing 
wire is connected to specified 
earthing system of the construction. 

◆ Power off the product if you don’t 
use for a long time.

◆ Please keep the product more than 
1 m away from chemical spray or 
gas container.
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◆ Be sure not to repair the 
product by yourself.

◆ Be sure not to put finger or stick 
into the net of the fan head

◆ The elderly, weak and children 
shall not be blower directly by the 
fan. Otherwise, they may get harm.

◆Please not to let the product blow 
directly to stove.

◆Please do not connect the product 
to potable water mains. 

Water Pressure Range: 0.1-0.45 M 
Pa 

◆Make sure to clean the water tank 
before using. 
◆For long time no using the 
product, please drain off the tank, so 
as to avoid the growth of bacteria 

■ Common Malfunction Analysis and Maintenance
Common Malfunction Analysis

Warning: Wrong operation and maintenance will cause electric shock or a fire.
Please contact the agent or dealer to repair the product by professionals. It can save your time and expense to 
check the following before calling service.

Warning: Wrong operation and maintenance will cause electric shock or a fire.
Please contact the agent or dealer to repair the product by professionals. It can save your time and expense to 
check the following before calling service.

Malfunction Description Analysis
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It does not work

※ Power failure? 
※ The plug is loose from the socket?
※ Circuit protection device is tripping?
※ Leakage protector is off?
※ Check if the voltage is too high or too low? 

measured by professionals)
※ Proper use of the timer? (refer to product with 

remote control)

It can mist but fail to blow air

※ Twirl the impeller to check if the blade is 
stuck? 

※ Each stall of the switch is OK?
※ Is male & female plug of fan motor connected 

properly?

It can blow air but fail to spray mist

※ Water regulating switch is on or off?
※ MIST switch is on or off?
※ The tank has water and reaches the lowest 

water level?
※ Water level sensor is installed correctly or is 

turned on?
※ Power cord of the pump and atomization 

motor are connected correctly?

Guard net is dripping ※ Please use the right amount of detergent to 
smear the guard net.

Please contact the agent or dealer if the following happens:Please contact the agent or dealer if the following happens:
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Maintenance

      Warning

Before cleaning the product, stop it and unplug the power, otherwise there 
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is risk of electric shock.
Do not use high-pressure water jets to clean this product.

If the power line is damaged, ask service agent or professionals to replace it.

Volatile liquid such as thinner or gasoline will damage the appearance, please use
a soft cloth with neutral detergent to clean this product.

                           Protection for Control panel
       

After adjusting the switches, please close the cover of the control box and tighten 
the screws as shown, so as to prevent erosion of rainwater or PVC panel aging 
caused by sun exposure.

                   

2-M4X8



Maintenance
Water Tank Cleaning

For keeping cleanness of mist, the Water Tank should be cleaned before each use.

1、Take out the Submersible Pump and Water Level Sensor
Open the Water Tank Cover; take out the Submersible Pump which is fixed on the 
bottom of the tank by suckers.
Loosen the Level Sensor Lock Nut, take it out.(See Picture A)

          

Picture A 

2、Water Tank Cleaning
Wash the Water Tank inwall with towels or soft brush. Drain off the water by 
pulling out the rubber plug under the Water Tank. Then wash it again with fresh 
water and the right amount of cleanser. (See Picture B) Don’t forget to stuff back 
the plug.
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Picture B

3、Refix the Submersible Pump and Water Level Sensor
After confirming the 4 suckers are complete, put the Submersible Pump back in 
the groove.
Put the Level Sensor back on the U-shape support and tighten the Lock Nut. 
Please make sure the floater should face the bottom as shown in Picture C. 
Otherwise the Level Sensor will not work.

Picture C



Picture B
3、Refix the Submersible Pump and Water Level Sensor

After confirming the 4 suckers are complete, put the Submersible Pump back in 
the groove.
Put the Level Sensor back on the U-shape support and tighten the Lock Nut. 
Please make sure the floater should face the bottom as shown in Picture C. 
Otherwise the Level Sensor will not work.

          Picture C

Front & Back Guard Net, Impeller Cleaning
After long-time running, dust will gather on the Front & Back Guard Net of the Fan Head. 
This would affect not only the appearance, but also the balance of Impeller, the enlarging of 
Fan Head vibration and the increase of noise.
For ensuring the stable running and clean misting, Guard Nets and Impeller should be cleaned 
regularly. (We suggest you clean it once every month, and the frequency should be increased if 
the running environment is dusty.)
1、Guard Net Cleaning

Brush away the dust with soft brush, then wipe with towel. You could use vacuum cleaner 
if needed.

2、Impeller Cleaning (This may need 2 people since the Fan Head is heavy.)

1）Take out the Impeller

Loosen the 8 screws between the Back Guard Net and Middle Ring, and then remove the 
Front Guard Net and Middle Ring. Do use some support with proper height to hole the Fan 
Head. At last, take out the Impeller after the lock screw is loosened. (See Picture D)

  Picture D
   
2）Clean the Impeller 

Wash the Impeller with vacuum cleaner or water, 
(or warm water with neutral detergent if necessary), then try it.
Attention: Imbalance, vibration, noise would be caused by being knocked and pressed.
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3）Install the Impeller

Put the Impeller back and tighten the allen screw. Then install back the Front Guard Net 
and Middle Ring. Please make sure the screw holes match each other perfectly and the 
screws are tight. (See Picture E)

           Picture E
                         

Inspection and Maintenance in Daily Use

1、Before running the product, please check if there any damage or jamming
 with the Guard Nets, or if the Impeller rotates smoothly.

2、Pay attention to waterproof and damp-proof.
3、When the Misting Air Cooler is not in the need of using for a long time,

1） Power should be cut.
2） The Guard Net, Impeller and body should be clean regularly.

3） Use specialized protective cover to prevent the damage of rain and dust.
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Rated power 320 W 320 W 320 W 430 W

Rotation（RPM） 1700 1700 1700 1700

Air Volume（m3/h） 2450 2450 2450 2450

Noise dB（A） 67 67 67 69

Effective Area（m2） 112 95 95 95

(Motor) Protection Level IP54 IP54 IP54 IP54

Way of adding water Automatic Automatic/ Manual Automatic/ Manual Automatic/ Manual

Water Consumption(L/h) 7~10 7~10 7~10 12

Water tank (L) 6 90 94 94

*** *** *** *** ***

Model No. D-6C D-6P S-4C S-4P

Picture

Rated voltage/frequency 120 V/ 60Hz 120 V/ 60Hz 120 V/ 60Hz 120 V/ 60Hz

Rated power 310 W 330 W 320 W 430 W

Rotation（RPM） 1700 1700 1700 1700

Air Volume（m3/h） 15000 15000 2450 2450

Noise dB（A） 62 65 67 69

Effective Area（m2） 100 100 112 112

(Motor) Protection Level IP54 IP54 IP54 IP54

Way of adding water Automatic/ Manual Automatic/ Manual Automatic Automatic

Water Consumption(L/h) 7~10 12 7~10 12

Water tank (L) 60 60 6 /

Attention：1. Effective area is the figure under ideal condition without natural wind.

         2. Any technical information of the product is subject to change without notice.
3. The product is based on the material object if there is any change of the color. 
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Specification and Parameters  
Model No. WT-4C CS-4C A-4C A-4P

Picture

Rated voltage/frequency 120 V/ 60Hz 120 V/ 60Hz 120 V/ 60Hz 120 V/ 60Hz
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The appliance has been manufactured under the highest standards of quality and workmanship. We
warrant to the original consumer purchaser that all aspects of this product will be free of defects in
material and workmanship for five (5) year from the date of purchase. A replacement for any defective
part will be supplied free of charge for installation by the consumer. Defects or damage caused by the
use of other than genuine parts are not covered by this warranty. This warranty shall be effective from
the date of purchase as shown in the purchaser’s receipt. 

This warranty is valid for the original consumer purchaser only and excludes industrial, commercial or
business use of the product, product damage due to shipment or failure which results from alteration,
product abuse, or product misuse, whether performed by a contractor, service company, or consumer.
We will not be responsible for labor charges and/or damage incurred in installation, repair or replace-
ment, nor for incidental or consequential damage.

LAVA AIRE ITALIA
Toll free No.: 1.888.779.LAVA  1.888.779.5282 
Addr.: 5999 Malburg Way, Vernon, CA, 90058 
 

FIVE-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

When You Receive Your Product: 
If Your Product is..
 • Damaged
 • Requires Technical Support
 • Requires Parts 
 • Or If You Have A Sales Question Or You Would Like To Offer Product Feedback

Please contact the manufacturer:

LAVA AIRE ITALIA
888.779.5282 or 

CS@LAVAAIRE.COM
DO NOT RETURN PRODUCT TO RETAILER!



MANUFACTURED BY:

LAVA AIRE ITALIA
T. 888.779.LAVA    T. 888.779.5282

VERNON, CA 90058
WWW.LAVAAIRE.COM

Dear Valued Lava Aire Italia Customer,
Thank you for purchasing a Lava Aire Italia product!
Congratulations and welcome to the Lava Aire Italia family. 
Our mission is to design and construct beautifully engineered, 
high quality products for all to use and enjoy for years to come.
Lava Aire was originally founded by lead designer and chief engi-
neer, Mr. JR Zioni in Modena, Italy in 1997. Today Lava Aire Italia 
has expanded to the USA and o�ers well over 100 innovative 
heating, cooling and home appliance products worldwide. We 
encourage you to visit our website; www.LavaAire.com to get a 
detailed view of our  most up to date list of cutting-edge prod-
ucts. 

We appreciate your business.

Sincerely,

J. Zioni.     


